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Abstract .  This paper is about the statistical description of the contents of an existing or future database.
This information, very often neglected in database design methods, is essential for database optimisation and
physical tuning for instance.  The paper defines an extension of the E-R model to specify the size of the
populations of entity types, relationship types, domains, attributes, and of their interconnections.  It proposes a
minimum set of statistics together with the relations that organise them.  It analyses the problem of computing
these statistics by using the relations as derivation rules.  Data statistics are then considered as time-dependent
quantities.  Finally, the paper proposes translation rules that allows the preservation of the statistics when their
supporting schema is restructured.  This statistical model has been implemented in a commercial CASE tool.

Keywords : data statistics, physical design, simulation, optimisation, database modeling, database design,
schema transformation.

1. INTRODUCTION
During database design [2, 3], producing an efficient schema is an important activity which is
often neglected or at least underestimated.  There are several causes for this situation.  The
major one is certainly that logical and physical database optimisation is a difficult problem.  In
particular, it has triggered very few researches that could lead to practical results usable by
database professionals. Advices from the Administrator Guides of commercial DBMS are often
below the minimum level of decency and very few CASE tools offer any help in this realm.
The second reason is that optimisation needs precise input data on population statistics and
usage statistics of the (future) data.  This statistical information is difficult to collect and to
interprete, and even more difficult to maintain during the design activities.  Availability of
precise and coherent statistical information on the data is also the main requirement for related
activities such as simulation and query processing.

This paper is about the statistical description of the data, be they existing or in project.  It is
about its structure, its consistency, its computability, its temporal behaviour and its
transformation.

It is organised as follows.  Section 2 presents the concepts of a generic E-R model that is to
support all the phases of database design, including conceptual, logical and physical design
activities.  Section 3 proposes an extension of this model to describe main statistical aspects of
data.  Section 4 analyses the problem of measuring basic statistics vs computing derived
statistics. Section 5 extends the concepts of section 3 to the evolution of these statistics over
time. Section 6 is dedicated to schema transformation with special consideration to statistics
translation.

2. A GENERAL-PURPOSE ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP MODEL
Designing a database is generally decomposed into several processes, starting from, say,
requirements collection, and ending with DDL schema generation and tuning. These processes
define a set of standard products, such as the validated conceptual schema or the executable
DDL schema.  This set of products can also be perceived as a set of states of the database
schema.  According to this view, a large part of database design consists in applying design
processes to a source schema (generally a conceptual schema) in order to transform it into an
executable database schema that satisfies a given set of design criteria such as semantic
correctness, readableness, efficiency and executability. Such a transformational view of
database design has been described in [11].  It is based on two basic principles, namely a
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common data model for all the design processes and a transformation toolset for
schema restructuring.

Transforming a conceptual schema down to executable specifications in a DBMS DDL is based
on a unique generic model to express database structures in any of their possible states.  This
unique model allows a neutral definition of the design processes, as well as a high flexibility in
the design strategies used by the designers.  For instance, a conceptual transformation can be
used on a physical schema as well.   The generic model is an extension of the E-R model that
can express both conceptual and technical structures.  It has been described in [11] and its
formalization can be found in [8].  Since we shall mainly concentrate on the statistical aspects
of the model, we shall give only a short, informal, introduction to its main components.
The generic specification model is made up of six generic objects classified into high-level
objects that define macrostructures (schema, entity type, relationship type and space) and low-
level objects that define microstructures (attribute and group).  Some objects (relationship type
and group) can be given additional characteristics specifically aimed at describing technical or
physical structures.

Entity type : represents any information unit that can be perceived or manipulated as a whole,
at any level of the design process.  According to the abstraction level in a given design method,
it can be used to model either conceptual entities or logical or technical objects (such as record
types, tables, segment types, etc).  Is-a relations define specialisation hierarchies.  We shall call
population of an entity type the set of all the entities of that type at an instant of reference.

Relationship type : represents any significant aggregate of at least two (not necessarily
distinct) entity types.  Each position in the aggregate is called a role1 that is played by an entity
types. The number of roles is called the degree of the relationship type. The cardinality
properties of a role are a couple of integers specifying in how many (min-max ) relationships an
entity must and can appear in that role (N stands for ∞).  We shall call population of a
relationship type the set of all the relationship of that type at an instant of reference.

Besides the graphical representation suggested in figure 1, we shall make use of a more concise
notation as follows [8] :

MOVE(FROM[0-N]:WAREHOUSE,TO[0-N]:WAREHOUSE,[0-N]:PRODUCT,DATE:..,QTY:..)

WAREHOUSE

W_ID
LOCATION
. . .

PRODUCT

PRO_ID
NAME
. . .

0-N

0-N
0-N

MOVE

DATE
QTY

FROM

TO

Fig. 1. Example of a relationship type of degree 3 with attributes

It can be used to model both conceptual relationships and technical constructs.  At a technical or
programming level, a relationship can be perceived not only as a conceptual association
between entities, but also as an access mechanism to navigate through (technical) entities;
therefore, a binary relationship type can support zero2, one or two access paths, each defined
from the origin role toward the target role (Figure 2).  This concept can be seen as an
abstraction of CODASYL set types, IMS parent/child relationship, TOTAL paths, ADABAS
file coupling, relational tuple linkage, etc.

1 The roles of a relationship type have distinct names. When there is no ambiguity, a role has the same name
as its entity type.  In that case it does not appear in the schema, nor in the concise notation.
2 For instance a conceptual E-R schema has no access paths.
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CUSTOMER

CUS_ID
. . .

ORDER

ORD_ID
. . .

SENDS
0-N 1-1

Fig. 2.  A relationship type supporting two access paths

Space : is a collection of entities, possibly of different types.  At the technical level, a space
can model objects such as files, dbspaces, tablespaces, areas and datasets.  When needed, a
space can be represented graphically by a grey ellipsis surrounding its entity types (Figure 7).

Attribute : is associated with a parent object, i.e. an entity type, a relationship type or a
compound attribute.   An attribute can be atomic or compound. It is qualified by cardinality
properties expressed as a couple of integers stating how many (min-max ) values can and must
be associated with the parent object (the default values are 1-1  and will be ignored in graphical
representations).  Any number of attributes (including zero) can be associated with an entity
type or a relationship type.  An attribute is defined on a domain, which is a reference value set.

PERSON

PER-ID: num12
NAME : char30
MAIDEN-NAME [0-1]: char30
CHR-NAME [1-4]: char15
ADDRESS [1-2]:
     NUMBER: char8
     STREET: char35
     CITY: char35
     PHONE [0-1]: char30

atomic, mandatory, single-valued

atomic, optional, single-valued
atomic, mandatory, multivalued
compound, mandatory, multivalued

component, atomic, mandatory, single-valued

component, atomic, optional, single-valued

Fig. 3.  Various types of attributes

Group :   the group is a simple and powerful construct with which one can model entity and
relationship identifiers, referential integrity, intra- and inter-entity attribute redundancy, logical
access, statistical support, etc.  A group is a collection of attributes and/or roles and is
associated with an entity type or a relationship type. A group can have some specific functions
regarding its parent entity or relationship type.  It can be for instance :

• an identifier 3 (in figure 4, an EMPLOYEE is identified by its EMP-ID and its origin
SUBSIDIARY, a MOVE relationship is identified by its date and its source and destination
WAREHOUSES, a SCHEDULE is identified by TEACHER + TIME values and by TIME +
PLACE values). . .

SCHEDULE

TEACHER
TIME
PLACE

id(SCHEDULE) =

id(SCHEDULE) =

SUBSIDIARY

EMPLOYEE

EMP-ID

ORIGIN

FROM

0-N

0-1

id(EMPLOYEE) =

WAREHOUSE PRODUCT

0-N 0-N 0-N

MOVE

DATE
QTY

FROMTO

id(MOVE) =

Fig. 4.  Representation of identifiers as groups of attributes/roles

• a reference (inclusion, equality, copy) to other attributes (in the example below, SUBS-ID
+ EMPL-ID is a foreign key that references to EMPLOYEE) . . .

3 When possible, the components of the identifier will be underlined in the graphical representation.
Otherwise, we shall use the explicit notation : id(E):component1,component2, ..
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included into

FILE

FILE-ID
DATE
SUBS-ID
EMPL-ID

EMPLOYEE

SUBS-ID
EMPL-ID
NAME

id(EMPLOYEE) == reference

Fig. 5. Representation of an inclusion constraint (here a referential constraint or foreign key) as the
inclusion of a group into another one.

• or, at the technical level, an access mechanism called access key (abstraction of indices,
calc keys, hash organization, etc).  In figure 6, FILE-ID is both an identifier and an access
key to FILE; DATE and the EMPLOYEE entity it is coming FROM constitute an access key
to FILE (i.e. given an EMPLOYEE entity and a DATE value, one can gain a quick and
selective access to the concerned FILE entities).

FILE

FILE-ID
DATE

EMPLOYEE

SUBS-ID
EMPL-ID
NAME

OF
FROM

id-and-key(FILE) =

key(FILE) =

1-1 0-N

Fig. 6. Representation of an access key as a group of attributes/roles.  This example is typical of
CODASYL (indexed set types) and IMS structures.

We shall call value of a group a list of elements obtained by replacing each component of a
group by one of its instances, namely a domain value for an attribute and an entity for a role.

Besides its intrinsic properties, an object can be characterized according to other facets :
naming, statistical and informal specification (e.g. narrative semantics, technical notes, design
justification).  See [11] for details.  The following section will develop the statistical facet.

This generic model can be specialized into dedicated models such as normalized E-R, binary E-
R, Merise, IEW, Bachman's DSD, CODASYL, relational, IMS, COBOL file structures, etc.
This specialization is done by a set of constraint rules that states the conditions a schema must
satisfy in order to be declared model-compliant.

3. TIME-INDEPENDENT STATISTICAL MODEL OF DATA
The statistical model allows the specification of statistics on future or existing data, structured
according to the E-R model.  It describes the size of entity, relationship, attribute and domain
populations and of their relations.  As such it is an extension of the E-R model .
Though the statistics that will be proposed are often strongly related, we shall present them
classified according to the main data object type they describe.

In many cases, the statistics are not constants, but are rather time-dependent quantities.  In this
section, we shall consider statistical descriptions related to a reference time point, i.e.
description of a snapshot of the future or existing data at a given time.  Time-dependent
evolution of these descriptions will be discussed in section 5.
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3.1 Statistical description of entity types

The most obvious statistics are NE the average size of the population of entity type E.
Example :  NPRODUCT = 6,000

The statistical relations between entity type A and any subset of m direct subtypes
B1,B 2,..,B m of A must satisfy the following rules :

NBi  ≤ N A    for any  i  in [1-m] rel.1
NA ≥ Σi  NBi     for i  in [1-m] if the Bi 's form a disjonction rel.2
NA ≤ Σi  NBi     for i  in [1-m] if the Bi 's form a covering rel.3

 As a consequence, we have also :
NA = Σi  NBi     for i  in [1-m] if the Bi 's form a partition rel.4

3.2 Statistical description of relationship types

Let R(r 1[m r1 -Mr1 ]:E 1,r 2[m r2 -Mr2 ]:E 2,...,r n[m rn -Mrn ]:E n)  be the structure of
relationship type R with degree n. The role r i  is taken by entity type Ei  and its cardinality
properties are mri -Mri .

Let NR be the average number of instances of R.  We can define for each role a participation
probability function Πr  defined as follows :

Πri (k) gives the probability that an Ei  entity participates in exactly k instances of R as
r i .  k  must satisfy the condition  mri  ≤ k ≤ Mri

Building Πri  for each role of each relationship type in a schema is unrealistic in most
situations.  Therefore, a simpler version will be proposed, in which we keep only two
participation statistics, namely Π0ri , the probability that an entity participates in no R instances4
and µri , the average number of instances in which entities participate.  They are defined as
follows :

Π0ri   = Πri (0) rel.5
µri     = Σk Πri (k)  × k, for k in [m ri ,Mri ] rel.6

The first statistics NR derives from the others through the important relation :
NEi  × µri  = N R    for i  in [1-n] rel.7

In addition we have the obvious properties :
mri  ≤ µri  ≤ Mri rel.8

mri  > 0   ⇒     Π0ri = 0 rel.9
We can immediately derive another statistics, the average number of instances in which
participating entities participate (i.e. excluding those which don't participate in any instance) :

µ'ri  = µri / (1- Π0ri ) rel.10

Example :   let R be buys([0-N]:CUSTOMER,[0-N]:PRODUCT)
µPRODUCT = 60
Π0PRODUCT = 0,4
µ'PRODUCT = 60/(1-0,4) = 100

There is an average of 60 customers per product; 40% of products are not bought; 
for products that are actually bought, there is an average of 100 customers.

These relations imply some consequences that are important for checking the consistency of
statistics, and to ease their definition.
1. Statistics µri  of role r i  of R can be inferred from statistics µrj  of any other role r j  of R.

Indeed, we have :

4 Note that the statistics Π0ri  is as precise as function Πri  when Mri  = 1.  Indeed, Πri (1) =1-Π0ri .
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 µri  = N Ej  × µrj  / N Ei rel.11

This property states that statistics µr  needs to be measured for one role of R only.

Example :    let R be LINE([1-N]:ORDER,[0-N]:PRODUCT,[0-N]:SUPPLIER)
NORDER = 8,000 µPRODUCT = 8,000 ×3/6,000 = 4

NPRODUCT = 6,000 ⇒ µSUPPLIER = 8,000 ×3/200 = 120
NSUPPLIER = 200
µORDER = 3

2. Statistics NE of entity type E can be inferred from statistics µr  of any relationship type R in
which it appears in role r  :

NE = N R / µr rel.12

Example :  let R be SUPPLIES([0-N]:COMPANY,[0-N]:PRODUCT)
NCOMPANY = 600

µCOMPANY = 40 ⇒ NPRODUCT = 600 ×40/12 = 2,000
µPRODUCT = 12

3. According to rel.8, we have :
mri  = Mri    ⇒    µri  = mri rel.13

Consequently, if  mri  = Mri = 1   , we have also for any role r j  of R :
 µrj  = N Ei  / N Ej rel.14

Example :  let R be SENDS([0-N]:CUSTOMER,[1-1]:ORDER)
NCUSTOMER = 600

NORDER = 1,800 ⇒ µCUSTOMER = 1,800 / 600 = 3

4. In any (recursive) relationship types, all the roles taken by the same entity type have the
same µr  statistics.
Indeed,

NE × µri  = N E × µrj rel.15
implies,

µri  = µrj rel.16

Example :    let R be MOVE(from[0-N]:STOCK,to[0-N]:STOCK,[0-N]:PRODUCT)
NSTOCK = 80 µfrom  = 2,000 ×40/80 = 1,000

NPRODUCT = 2,000 ⇒ µto  = 2,000 ×40/80 = 1,000
µPRODUCT = 40

In particular, the statistics of any role of a relationship type having a one role5 (for instance a
binary one-to-many relationship type) cannot be greater than 1.

Example :  let R be is-son-of(son[0-1]:PERSON,father[0-N]:PERSON)
the statistics of both roles cannot exceed 1.  In other words, the fact that a person cannot
have more than one father implies that persons cannot have more than one son in the
average.  For instance,

µson  = 0,3 ⇒ µfather  = 0,3

Though it is quite correct, this result is far from intuitive at first glance6.

5. For any role with cardinality properties 0-1 , we have,
Π0ri  = 1 - µri rel.17

5 I.e. a role r  such that Mr  = 1
6 Of course, the µ' statistics would have been more intuitive. If we suppose that Π0 father  = 0.85, then
µ'son =1 and µ'father =2.  Note that in any case, Π0son ≤Π0father . Why ?
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3.3 Statistical description of attributes

Let us consider attribute A of parent object E with cardinality properties [mA-MA]  and domain D.

There are two statistics concerning domain D :
ND the number of values in D7.
λD the average length of the values in D, in any convenient unit.

The first statistics of attribute A are,
NA the number of distinct domain values that appear in A8.
λA the average length of the values of A9.

The other statistics describe and quantify the connection10 between A values and instances of E,
µA/E , that specifies the average number of A values corresponding to an instance of E.

µE/A , that specifies the average number of E instances corresponding to a value of A.

Π0A/E , that specifies the probability that an E instance has no A values.

Some immediate properties :
NA ≤ N D rel.18
mA ≤ µA/E  ≤ MA rel.19

mA > 0   ⇒     Π0A/E = 0 rel.20

NE × µA/E  = N A × µE/A rel.21

if A values have fixed-length l , λA=λD=l  rel.22

We can derive two secondary statistics,

- the average number of A values for E instances that actually have A values (i.e. excluding
those which don't have A values) :

µ'A/E  = µA/E / (1- Π0A/E ) rel.23

- the average length of A values for E instances that actually have A values :
λ'A = λA / (1- Π0A/E ) rel.24

Example :  let E be entity type EMPLOYEE with attribute PHONE[0-5] ; let's use abbreviation E
for EMPLOYEE and P for PHONE;

NE = 1,200
NP = 900
µP/E  = 1.5
µE/P  = 2
Π0P/E  = 0,2
µ'P/E  = 1.5/(1-0,2) = 1.875

7 Often, this number is rather large, and can be considered as practically infinite.  Such is the case with machine
domains such as long character strings, long integers, floating-point numbers, etc.  In these cases, statistics ND
is of no value.  There exist situations in which the notion is useful, such as those using geographic names,
department names, etc.
8 I.e. the values that are actually attached to a parent object instance.
9 I.e. that actually appear in A. This statistics measures individual values, and not lists of values.
10 This notion of connection suggests a strong similarity with relationship types, as it is common in binary
models.  This suggests too a similar treatment of the statistical description, based for instance on probability
functions such as ΠA/E (k)  indicating the probability that an E instance has k  values of A and ΠE/A (k)
indicating the probability that an A value is shared by k  instances of E.  For the same reason as for relationship
types, these functions will prove too complex to build in many cases, and have been replaced by a simpler
model.
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There is an average of 1.5 telephones per employee and 2 employees per telephone;
20% of the employees have no telephone; employees who do have telephones have
an average of 1.875 telephones.

By similarity with the statistical description of relationship types, the following relations can be
derived immediately from the definitions given above.

1. Inference of statistics µA/E  or µA/E   :

 µA/E  = µE/A  × N A / N E rel.25

 µE/A  = µA/E  × N E / N A rel.26

2. Inference of statistics NA  :
NA = µA/E  × N E / µE/A rel.27

3. Inference from rel.19 :
mA = MA   ⇒    µA/E  = mA rel.28

Consequently, if  mA = MA = 1   , we have also :
 µE/A  = N E / N A rel.29

Remarks.

1. It can be noted that the description of attributes seems asymmetrical when compared with
that of (binary) relationship types.  Indeed, there is no such statistics as Π0E/A  , stating the
probability that an A value corresponds to no E entities. Should it exist, it would be 0 in any
case.  On the contrary, this notion is pertinent for domain values, since they are not
mandatorily appearing as A value.  However, it has not be included in the model.  If
needed, it can be computed as 1- NA/N D.

2. Another basic statistical function can be though of as lacking in the model, namely the
distribution function according to the actual values of attribute A (or more generally domain
D of A).  It would give the probability that an E entity has a given value v  as attribute A.  It
could be defined as,

ΠVA(v), for v ∈ D
This function has been discarded to keep the model simple.  However, this has been used in
specific problems such as query optimization in some commercial SQL DBMS.

3.4 Statistical description of groups
The statistical description of a group is important for access keys, for instance, but the
following principles are valid for any group, whatever its function11.  A goup G is attached to a
parent object E, which is an entity type or a relationship type.

The proposed statistics are :
NG, the average number of distinct values of G that appear in the database,
µG, the average number of E instances corresponding to a value of G12.

Let's first consider a group G made of more than one component13.   We have the property :

11 This function can be simply to support the statistics.

12 In fact, at a certain level of abstraction, the relationship between a group and its parent object can be
perceived as somewhat similar to a relationship type between two entity types.  Therefore, we could have
proposed a more precise description based on a probability function ΠG(k) indicating the probability that a
group value is associated with k  instances of the home object.  For the same reason as for relationship type and
attributes, a simpler model based on µG only has been adopted.  Note that ΠG(0)=0  since group values not
related to a home object instance are discarded from the model.  Therefore, there is no such concept as Π0G.
13 For technical reasons that are beyond the scope of this paper, the components of G are constrained to be
single-valued
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0 ≤ N G ≤ N E rel.30

if group G is an identifier, we have :
NG = N E rel.31
µG = 1 rel.32

If G includes one component only (which is necessarily an attribute A), we have :
NG = N A rel.33
µG = µE/A  rel.34

Since relation rel.21 of statistical descriptions of attributes is still valid :
NE × µA/E  = N G × µG rel.35

if  mA = MA = 1   , we have also :
 µG = N E / N G rel.36

if G is an identifier, µG = 1 ,  so that, rel.37

NG = µA/E  × NE rel.38

3.5 Statistical description of spaces

A space S is described by,
µE/S, that specifies the average number of E entities that are contained in space S,

In a consistent (e.g. finished) logical schema, the population of each entity type is completely
assigned to at least one space.  Therefore, considering that E has been associated with spaces
S1,S 2,.., S p, we have,
 NE = Σi  µE/Si for i  in [1-p] rel.39

however, in an inconsistent schema, we have,
 NE ≥ Σi  µE/Si for i  in [1-p] rel.40

3.6 Summary
The basic statistics that make up the proposed model are illustrated in figure 7.

group

mE-MEE

A1[m-M]:  D
A2

F
R

rE

rF

Π0rE
µrE

NRNE
NG
µG

ND
λDΠ0A1/E

µA1/E

NA1
λA1

µE/A1

S1

µF/S1

Entity
type

Group Attribute Domain Role Relationship
type

Space

Fig. 7.  The components of the statistical model
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4. COMPUTABLE STATISTICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Until now the statistical specifications of a schema appear as a set of statistics, a set of inter-
statistics relations and a set of constants assigned to the statistics.  From an algebraic point of
view, the specifications appear as a system of variables (the statistics) and equations (inter-
statistics relations) together with one solution (statistics values).
Practically speaking, things appear differently.  Since some variables can be derived from the
others, the problem is to distinguish the independent or basic variables, to which we must
assign values, from the dependent or derived variables, the values of which will be
computed.
For instance, NR = NEi  × µri  suggests to calculate NR from the NEi  and µri  of an arbitrary
role, and therefore to consider NEi  and µri  as basic variables and NR as a derived variables.
Unfortunately, an inter-statistics relation is basically undirected, i.e. it can be used to define
any of its variables as a function of the other ones.  For instance, the expression above can be
seen also as a way to calculate the µri  from NEi  and NR or even to calculate all the µri  of R
from one of them.

Deciding what are the basic statistics and what are the derived ones results in a system of
computable specifications14. A given set of undirected specifications can generate a fairly
large set of computable systems [5].  Finding them, and more specifically choosing one of
them is not a straighforward task. The problem is twofold :

how to determine basic and derived statistics of a given schema and
how to determine the order in which the derived statistics must be computed

We propose a procedure to find computable specifications.  It is described in appendix.

5. EVOLUTION OF STATISTICS
In all generality, we cannot consider that E-R statistics are constant over time.  Some entity
populations will grow while others will remain constant or even shrink.  When estimating the
volume and the performances of a database for instance, it is important to get an evolving
picture of these figures during a given period.  The model presented in section 3 allows the
description of a given state of data, but it is unable to describe its evolution except as a mere
sequence of independent states.   In fact we would like to include in the model concepts and
laws that describe the temporal behaviour of the statistics.  With such extensions, we will be
able to study the future evolution of the data from the statistical point of view.

An important by-product of the classification procedure proposed in appendix is to determine
the statistics for which a temporal analysis has to be carried out.  Indeed, only the basic
statistics must be associated with a temporal description.

In general, statistics S classified as basic is defined by a function f S that can be of one of the
following forms :

- constant (i.e. S is time-independent)
- temporal function f S(t) ;
- function of other statistics;

Let's examine shortly each of them.

Constants
Some statistics may time-independent, and therefore constant, e.g.  NCOUNTRY = 185

14 To make the problem more pragmatic, let's say that computable specifications can be easily implemented
into a primitive spreadsheet processor that allows forward computing only, or into a purely sequential program
in any 3rd generation language.
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Temporal functions
Here are some examples of analytic or semi-analytic functions : proportional, linear, quadratic,
exponential, periodic, segmented, etc, in t.

Many phenomena can be described as evolving linearly.  Their statistics, say S,  are said linear
over time, i.e. that they can be expressed as,

S(t) = S 0 + δS × t
where S(t)  is the value of S at time t

S0 is the value of the S at the starting time
δS is the absolute variation of S per unit of time

For instance, a current customer population of 20,000 with a yearly growth of 10% w.r.t. the
current value can described as follows :

NC = 20,000 + 2,000  × t

Besides this simple case, logarithmic and exponential behaviours are also frequent, exhibiting
saturation or explosive evolutions.  They can be modeled through logarithmic or exponential
functions.  Going back to the customer example, if the 10% growth is defined w.r.t. the
population of the previous year, the expression will be the following (t is in years) :

NC = 20,000  × (1 + 0,1)t

Periodic functions can be used to describe statistics behaviours presenting a regular and
repeating pattern.  Such will be the case in hospital, where the demand for specific services
depends on the period of the year, of the month or of the week, and in industries related to
seasonal activities or products.

A segmented function is made up of a sequence of contiguous time segments, each of them
being of a simple analytical form.  A periodic function can be segmented as well.  In this case,
the period is both segmented and repeating.

Other functions
Statistics can be declared as being an explicit function of other statistics, independently of (but
consistently with) the derivation rules, or being an explicit function of the previous state(s).
For instance, the NE statistics of SECRETARY can be declared as being half that of
ENGINEER.  Such functions make the classification procedure more complex since additional
dependencies and derivation rules must be taken into account.  Moreover, some specifications
may prove uncomputable, that is, they cannot be transformed (easily) into a computable
system, due to cyclic dependency relations.  Such a problem is beyond the scope of this paper
and we shall ignore this possibility (see [5]).

6. SCHEMA TRANSFORMATION

6.1 Introduction
A (schema) transformation is most generally considered as an operator by which a data
structure S1 is replaced by another structure S2 which has some sort of equivalence with S1.
Schema transformation is a ubiquitous concept in the database realm. This concept is
particularly attractive in database modeling and design, and has been proposed as basic design
tools by several authors.  Proving the equivalence of schemas [12], refining a conceptual
schema [4], integrating two partial schemas [1, 11], producing a DBMS-compliant schema
from a conceptual schema [3, 5, 12], restructuring a physical schema [2], DB reverse
engineering [9], are basic design activities that can be carried out by carefully chosen schema
transformations.
Though developing this concept and its formalization is beyond the scope of this paper (see
[10] for a more formal treatment), we shall sketch the main definitions and properties that will
be important for statistics processing and propagation.
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 A transformation T  is an operator that replaces a source construct C in schema S by another
construct C';  C' is the target of C through T, and is noted   C' = T(C)
A transformation T is defined by, (1) a minimal precondition P that any construct C must
satisfy in order to be transformed by T,  (2) a maximal postcondition Q that T(C) satisfies.  T
can therefore be written T = <P,Q> as well.  P and Q are pattern-matching predicates that
identify the components and the properties of C and T(C), and more specifically : the
components of C that are preserved in T(C), the components of C that are discarded from T(C),
the components of T(C) that didn't exist in C.
A transformation T1 = <P,Q> is reversible15, or semantics-preserving, iff there exists a
transformation T2 such that, for any construct C,   P(C)   ⇒   T2(T1(C)) = S.  T2 is the reverse
of T1, and conversely.  We have the following property : T2 = <Q,P>

In some cases, it is possible to give a more readable representation of a transformation by
expressing C and T(C) graphically, assuming that the graphical language is powerful enough.

Due to the limited scope of the paper as far as this topic is concerned, we shall limit the
development as follows :
- we shall specify transformations through graphical expressions,
- we shall consider semantics-preserving transformations only,
- among the large number of possible transformations, we shall choose three of them that

cover the most important needs when producing relational and CODASYL-like schemas.
The reader will find in [10] and [11] more in-depth studies of the problem.

In the context of comprehensive database design methods and tools, transforming conceptual
structures is essential but not sufficient.  The other aspects of the specifications must be adapted
as well, in order to preserve the design characteristics and decisions.  In particular, access
structures, names, statistics, informal descriptions, etc, must all be translated into equivalent
specifications in the transformed schema.  We shall concentrate on the statistics-preservation
properties of the transformations and ignore the other aspects in the following.

The point is of particular importance since gathering and validating the statistics of a future or
existing database is a complex and costly task.  It is essential that the statistical specifications in
a schema be preserved when this schema is transformed.

The idea of transforming statistics on a conceptual schema into statistics on a logical or physical
schema can be questioned.  Indeed, statistics are mainly useful for performance evaluation,
query optimisation or simulation, i.e. for problems related with logical and physical structures.
Therefore, it would have been more realistic to collect these statistics for the final, physical
schema, and therefore to ignore the problem of transforming statistics.

The answer is rather straighforward :
- collecting statistics at the conceptual level is much easier and more natural since they describe

conceptual objects.  Therefore, users can be involved in this process;
- the conceptual schema is more stable than physical schemas, which may evolve according to

changes in the performance requirements and in the state of the technology;
- conceptual schemas, as well as physical schemas, may be transformed for other reasons than

pure top-down implementation;  view derivation and integration are only two examples.

This section describes three major schema transformations together with their statistics
translation rules.  These rules are also reversible, so that the transformations can be used both
ways.  It should be noted that the proposed rules are independent of the nature of the statistics,
be they constants or temporal functions.

15 In fact, the issue is a bit more complex, since a transformation must be defined not only by a mapping T
between schemas but also by a mapping t between data populations (instances) of the schemas.  Two kind of
semantics preservation can be defined, namely reversibility and symmetrical reversibility [8].  T1 is reversible
iff, for any instance s of schema S such that P(S), s = t2(t1(s));  T1 is symmetrically reversible iff both T1 and
T2 are reversible, i.e., in addition to the property mentioned above, for any instance s' of S' such that Q(S'), s' =
t1(t2(s')).  For simplicity, we shall ignore this distinction in this paper.
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6.2 Relationship type ⇔  entity type transformation

This transformation is aimed at replacing complex relationship types R of degree n (e.g. that are
many-to-many or recursive, or with a degree greater than 2, or with attributes) by an equivalent
entity type R, plus binary one-to-many relationship types r1 , r2 , .., rn .  It can be used during
the conceptual analysis phase, as well as in the implementation phases, when such a
simplification of the schema narrows the structural gap between the conceptual model and the
DBMS model. Note that due to the reversibility of the operation, it can be used to transform an
entity type into a relationship type as well, a useful operator in database reverse engineering
[9].  This transformation derives from the generic transformation proposed in [10].

⇔

E1

m1-M1

R
attR

m2-M2 mn-Mn

EnE2

r1 r2 rn

R
attR

E1

m1-M1 m2-M2 mn-Mn

EnE2

r1 rnr2
1-1

1-11-1

r12

r11 r21

r22

rn1

rn2

NE1 NE1

NE2 NE2
... ...

NEn NEn

NR = N Ei  × µri

µr1  = N R /  NE1 µr11  = µr1 µr12  = 1-1

µr2  = N R /  NE2 µr21  = µr2 µr22  = 1-1
... ... ...

µrn  = N R /  NEn µrn1  = µrn µrn2  = 1-1

Fig. 8.  Transformation of a relationship type into an entity type, and conversely.

Figure 9 illustrates the transformation with a practical example.  In statistics names, some
naming conventions have been adopted to unambiguously designate roles :  for instance,
SL.LINE  designates role LINE  in relationship type SL.

ORDER

1-N

LINE
QTY

0-N

SUPPLIER PRODUCT

0-N

PRODUCTORDER

1-N 0-N

SUPPLIER

0-N

LINE

QTY

SL PLOL

1-1

1-11-1

⇔

NORDER = 2,000 NORDER = 2,000
NSUPPLIER = 300 NSUPPLIER = 300
NPRODUCT = 30,000 NPRODUCT = 30,000

NLINE  = 6,000
µLINE.ORDER = 3 µOL.ORDER = 3 µOL.ORDER = 1
µLINE.SUPPLIER  = 50 µSL.SUPPLIER  = 50 µSL.SUPPLIER  = 1
µLINE.PRODUCT = 0.2 µPL.PRODUCT = 0.2 µPL.PRODUCT = 1

Fig. 9.  Example of the transformation of a relationship type into an entity type, and conversely
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6.3 Relationship type ⇔  attribute transformation

Through this transformation, a binary, one-to-many relationship type R is replaced by reference
attributes refA  (i.e. a foreign key) plus a referential constraint. Together with the previous
transformation, they constitute the basic operators that allows the translation of arbitrary
relationship types into relational structures.  Being reversible, it can be used to transform
reference attributes into a relationship type (in database reverse engineering for instance).

⇔mA-N

A
IA
attA

B
attBR

mB-1

rA rB B
attB
refA[mB-1]

A
IA
attA B[refA] in A[IA]

NA NA

NB NB

λIA λIA

Π0rA  = 1-N refA / NA λrefA  = λIA × (1- Π0rB )
Π0rB  = Π0refA/B µrefA/B  = µrB

µrA  = µB/refA µB/refA  = µrA  /(1- Π0rA )
µrB  = µrefA/B NrefA  = N A × (1- Π0rA )

Π0refA/B = Π0rB

Fig. 10.  Transformation of a relationship type into reference attributes, and conversely.

This transformation is fully reversible if the cardinality properties of r A are 0-N  or 1-N  (or 0-1
or 1-1  of course). Other cases need additional integrity constraints that would make the
development more complex without any profit.
The complexity of the definitions of λrefA , µB/refA  and NrefA  is due to the fact that there can
be less refA  distinct values in B than there are IA  values in A.  Figure 11 illustrates the
transformation with a practical example.  In statistics names, abbreviations have been used to
shorten expressions : E stands for EMPLOYEE and D for DEPART.

⇔
DEPART

D#
D-data

EMPLOYEE

E-data
Dref[0-1]

EMPLOYEE[Dref] in DEPART[D#]

0-N

DEPART

D#
D-data

EMPLOYEE

E-dataworks
0-1

ND = 40 ND = 40
NE = 2,000 NE = 2,000
λD# = 15 λD# = 15
Π0D = 0,125 λDref  = 10,5
Π0E = 0,3 µDref/E  = 0,7
µD = 35 µE/Dref  = 40
µE = 0,7 NDref  = 35

Π0Dref/E = 0,3

Fig. 11.  Example of the transformation of a relationship type into an attribute, and conversely
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6.4 Attribute ⇔  Entity type transformation

This transformation is mainly intended to extract a multivalued attribute B and to replace it by an
entity type EB plus a one-to-many relationship type R16.  Together with the previous
transformation, they constitute the basic operators to translate multivalued attributes into
relational structures.  It derives from the generic transformation proposed in [10].

⇔
A

     .
B[mB-MB]
     .

mB-MB

A
.
.

EB
B'R 1-1

rA rB

id(EB) : B',rA

NA NA NEB = µB/A  × NA

NB = N B' µrA  = µB/A NB'  = N B

µB/A  = N EB/N A Π0rA  = Π0B/A µB'/EB  = 1
µA/B  = µEB/B' µrEB  = 1  µEB/B'  = µA/B

Π0B/A  = Π0rA Π0rA  = 0 Π0B'/EB  = 0
λB = λB' λB'  = λB

N{B ',rA}  = µB/A  × NA

µ{B ',rA}  = 1

Fig. 12.  Transformation of an attribute into an entity type, and conversely.

Figure 13 gives a practical example. In statistics names,  abbreviations have been used to
shorten expressions : E stands for EMPLOYEE, P for PHONE, EP for E-EMP and P'  for PHONE'.

⇔
EMPLOYEE

     .
PHONE[0-5]
     .

0-N

E-PHONE

PHONE'REP
1-1

id(E-PHONE) : PHONE', EMPLOYEE

EMPLOYEE

     .
     .

NE = 1,200 NE = NEP = 1,800
NP = 900 µE = 1.5 NP'  = 900
µP/E  = 1.5 Π0E = 0.2 µP'/EP  = 1
µE/P  = 2 µEP = 1  µEP/P'  = 2
Π0P/E  = 0.2 Π0EP = 0 Π0P'/EP  = 0
λP = 12 λP'  = 12

N{P ',E}  = 1,800
µ{P ',E}  = 1

Fig. 13.  Example of the transformation of an attribute into an entity type, and conversely.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The statistical model we have presented in this paper allows a simple and natural way to
organise and manage quantification information on the contents of a database, whatever the
level of abstraction at which this database is described.

16 There exists another general transformation that can extract any attribute, whatever its cardinality properties.
It would have produced a many-to-many relationship type in this case, an undesired complex structure that would
have needed further transformations for, say, producing a relational schema.  More on this in [8].
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It is clear that collecting statistics before the database is implemented is both difficult and
tedious.  The goal of this paper is to formalise these statistics and their management in order to
determine the minimal set of useful quantities to collect, and to propose techniques to maintain
them without any loss during all the activities of database design.  In particular, this
maintenance (translation through schema transformation) garantees that the statistics can be
collected at the most natural level, i.e. on the conceptual schema, and will propagate down to
the physical schema without designer interaction.

Due to its limited scope, the paper has not discussed possible usage of this statistical
description.  Let's mention some of the most obvious applications :
- computing the volume of a future database, and its evolution;  this application requires some

additional information on the physical length of attribute values, on the representation of null
values, on physical data storage and on the physical organisation of indices for instance.

- estimating the cost of critical queries and applications; knowing the access strategies of the
applications, it is fairly easy to compute the number of logical accesses (number of entities
processed); these results can be converted into physical accesses if physical storage
parameters are known.

- query optimisation; finding optimal access strategies cannot be based on the knowledge of
the logical schema only; knowledge on statistics on the data is also essential.

- logical/physical design. Choosing the optimal data structures w.r.t. the performance of a set
of critical applications needs two analytical tools : generating equivalent schemas [7] [10],
and evaluating the cost of the applications [6].  The best schema minimizes the total cost [6].

Though its merits, the model proposed in this paper is far from comprehensive.  Let us mention
some problems still to be discussed and some natural extensions.
- correlations between statistics cannot be described;  besides the analytical relations between

statistics presented in section 3, it is impossible to declare real world relationships between
statistics.  For instance, unmarried persons have not the same statistics about their children
than married ones.

- update statistics must be taken into account as well.  In particular, create/delete/modify
statistics are strongly linked to the temporal aspects of the statistical model presented here.
These statistics can be either specified explicitly, or they can be inferred from knowledge on
the access strategies and frequencies of the update queries and applications.

- data usage statistics must also be taken into account in order to estimate the access time of
queries and application.  Update and data usage statistics are strongly linked to the statistical
model.  In addition, this information provides a precise decision support for physical design.

- the model presented is based on the idea that all the objects of a schema are described by all
the statistics of their type.  For instance, all attributes are supposed to be associated with the
five statistics evoked in figure 7.  This is not realistic.  The user (i.e. the designer) must be
allowed to decide what are the quantities (s)he needs.  The concept of consistent and
computable system of statistics must be revised accordingly.

Many of the statistical extensions of the E-R model presented in this paper have been
incorporated in TRAMIS, an commercial CASE tools dedicated to database design support,
from conceptual analysis to optimised DDL generation [11].  This tool allows the specification
of static statistics (described in this paper), as well as of dynamic (update and data usage)
statistics.  The specifications are checked when they are recorded in the repository, and
propagation according to the derivation rules is carried out automatically.  Statistical
specifications are maintained through schema transformation (TRAMIS offers a toolset of about
20 transformations). TRAMIS generates detailed and summary reports on static and dynamic
statistics.  These reports are used by the designer to decide the optimal logical and physical
structures to implement.  In addition, the DDL generator makes use17 of the statistics to
generate optimized DBMS schema.  Temporal aspects of statistics are still to be implemented.

17 A limited usage until now. Incorporating optimisation heuristics for schema restructuration and
generation is planned for the next version.
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Appendix - Deriving computable statistical specifications
Let us propose some preliminary considerations.
1. The problem can be stratified according to two levels.  The first level consists in classifying

statistics NE, NR and µr  related to entity types, relationship types and roles into basic and
derived.  Indeed, these statistics are strongly related and appear as more fundamental than
the others.  In the second level, we will classify all the other statistics.

2. The statistics of some E-R constructs depend fully on conceptual properties.  This is the
case of roles such that mr  = Mr  (e.g. the most common case 1-1 ).  Let us call a locking role
such a role.  Indeed, it offers no freedom to determine its participation statistics.

Let us call defined, statistics that have already been classified and undefined, statistics that still
have to be classified.  The problem is solved when all the statistics are defined.

The procedure is described through a structured collection of rule sets together with a strategy
(meta-rules) indicating how to apply the rules.

First step : classification of NE , NR  and µr
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Classification rule

Rule 0 : A statistics is either defined or undefined.  A statistics is defined iff it is either basic or derived.

E&R rules18

Rule 1 : The NE statistics of entity types E participating in no locking roles are classified as basic.
Rule 2 : The statistics µr  of locking roles r  are derived [rel.13]
Rule 3 : When entity type E appears in role r  of relationship type R, if NE and µr  are defined and NR is

undefined, then NR can be classified as derived [rel.7]
Rule 4 : When entity type E appears in role r  of relationship type R, if NR and µr  are defined and NE is

undefined, then NE can be classified as derived [rel.12]
Rule 5 : When entity type E appears in role r  of relationship type R, if NR and NE are defined and µr  is

undefined, then µr  can be classified as derived [rel.11]

Strategy for classifying statistics NE , NR  and µr
1. apply the classification and E&R rules  until no further NE, NR or µr  statistics can be defined,
2. while undefined NE, NR or µr  statistics still exist, do

2.1 choose one undefined NE, NR or µr  statistics and classify it as basic
2.2 apply the classification and E&R rules  until no further NE, NR or µr  statistics can be defined,

The choice of the undefined statistics in step 2.1 leads to several substrategies.  One can think
of a hierarchy according to which we choose undefined statistics of entity types first.  We think
that it is better to be guided by the naturalness of the chosen statistics, i.e. by the ease of
finding its value (and function) in the real world.  This choice depends on conceptual and
practical consideration and cannot be fully automated.  It involves human interaction.

Examples : let's consider the relationship type HAS([1-N]:ORDER,[1-1]:LINE)  with the
following final statistical specifications (let's ignore µLINE ) : NORDER = 20,000 , NLINE  =
60,000 , µORDER = 3 , NHAS = 60,000 .  Stating that there is an average of 3 lines per order is
more natural that stating that there are 60,000 lines of order.  Therefore, we shall declare
{ NORDER, µORDER} as basic and {NLINE , NHAS} as derived.
The situation is different for the similar relationship type SENDS([0-N]:CUSTOMER,[1-
1]:ORDER)  with the following final statistical specifications(let's ignore µORDER) : NCUSTOMER =
4,000 , NORDER = 20,000 , µCUSTOMER = 5 , NSENDS = 20,000 .  Now, stating that there are
20,000 orders is more natural that stating the average number of orders per customer.
Therefore, {NCUSTOMER, NORDER} are basic and {µCUSTOMER, NSENDS} are derived.

Second step : classification of the other statistics

Role rules (complement)
Rule 6 : For role r E, if mr >0 or Mr =1 then Π0rE  is derived else it is basic [rel.9] [rel.17]

Domain rules
Rule 7 : For domain D, ND is basic.
Rule 8 : For domain D, if its format is fixed-length, then λD is derived else it is basic [rel.22]

Attribute rules
Rule 9 : For attribute A of E, if mA=MA then µA/E  is derived else it is basic [rel.27]
Rule 10 : For attribute A of E, if µA/E  and NA are defined and µE/A  is undefined, then µE/A  is derived [rel.26]
Rule 11 : For attribute A of E, if µE/A  and µA/E  are defined and NA is undefined, then NA is derived [rel.27]
Rule 12 : For attribute A of E, if NA and µE/A  are defined and µA/E  is undefined, then µA/E  is derived [rel.25]
Rule 13 : For attribute A of E, if mA>0 then Π0A/E  is derived else it is basic [rel.20]
Rule 14 : For attribute A of E, if λD is derived then λA is derived else it is basic [rel.22]

18 To keep things (rather) simple, we have not included the rules related to is-a relations.
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Group rules - set 1
Rule 15 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if NA is defined and NG is undefined, then NG is

derived [rel.33]
Rule 16 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if µE/A  is defined and µG is undefined, then µG is

derived [rel.34]
Rule 17 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if µA/E  and NG are defined and µG is undefined,

then µG is derived [rel.35]
Rule 18 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if µA/E  and µG are defined and NG is undefined,

then NG is derived [rel.35]
Rule 19 : For multi-component group G, if G is an identifier, then NG is derived [rel.31]
Rule 20 : For group G, if G is an identifier, then µG is derived [rel.32] [rel.37]

Group rules - set 2
Rule 21 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if NG is defined and NA is undefined, then NA is

derived [rel.33]
Rule 22 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if µG is defined and µE/A  is undefined, then µE/A

is derived [rel.34]
Rule 23 : For mono-component group G (with component A), if NG and µG are defined and µA/E  is undefined,

then µA/E  is derived [rel.35]

Space rules
Rule 24 : For space S and entity type E, µE/S  is basic.

Strategy for classifying the other statistics

3. apply Role rules until no further Π0rE  statistics can be defined,
4. apply Domain rules until no further ND or λD statistics can be defined,
5. apply Attribute rules  until no further µA/E  or µE/A or NA or Π0A/E or λA statistics can be defined,
6. apply Group rules - set 1 until no further NG or µG statistics can be defined,
7. while undefined NG or µG statistics still exist, do

7.1 choose one undefined NG or µG statistics, and classify it as basic,
7.2 apply Group rules - set 1 until no further NG or µG statistics can be defined,

8. apply Group rules - set 2
9. apply Attribute  rules
10. if needed, apply Space rules

Final step : computing ordering
When all the statistics are defined, they can be considered as computable.  Indeed, knowing the
value (or the temporal function) of each basic statistics, all the derived statistics can be
evaluated through the derivation rules (rel.1 to rel.40) that are mentioned in each inference rule
that classify a derived statistics. In addition, the order in which the derived statistics have been
classified defines a preorder relation on them.  Through topological sorting, this preorder gives
also a correct sequence of computations that can be followed either to compute the derived
statistics, or to write a sequential computing program19.  Indeed, the expression of a derived
statistics makes use of statistics that are either basic, or already evaluated.

19 This can be demonstrated easily.


